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Commission

&

Portrait

order form

Disclaimer
I am NOT a realistic portrait painter, I only illustrate based on main features.
My style is quirky, fun, and illustrative with a romatic feel to it.
All portraits are done in watercolours on professional watercolour paper.
Your reference photos are very important, please read the full specs on my website.
All reference photos must be the property of the commissioner.
A custom art piece is non-refundable.
The full amount is payable before the illustration process begins.
Please do not cut any of my illustrations, if you have already purchased a frame, please provide
me with the measurements and I will quote and paint your illustration accordingly.
This will ensure that my product stays professional as I intended it to be.
Permission and Credits
1. All illustrations are done in the unique VOS & INK style: a non-realistic, playful interpretation
based on the photos you sent, the focus is on basic features and is not an identical
version of the subject.
2. All original and digital art are copyrighted by the artist and may in no
way be photocopied unless contracted otherwise.
3. Adding the digital option gives you the right to use the artwork for
PERSONAL USE ONLY e.g. wedding stationery or personal milestone announcements.
4. No art, digital or original, may be used for reselling unless the contracted otherwise.
Please inquire about licensing to resell.
5. The artwork is the intellectual property of the artist Alisa Günter and may not be used as ideas to
pass off as your own.
6. Alisa Günter reserves the right to reuse and sell the digital art in the form of printed/digital art.
Please feel free to ask about this.
7. Posting my artwork on Social media is allowed, I do however not allow you posting it without
crediting me as the artist.
Do so by tagging @vosenink in the caption as well as the photo itself.
This is also applicable when having the right to use for printed and digital media.

Name and Surname

Date

Signature

Ple as e f i ll thi s f or m d i g i ta l l y .
Name and Surname:
Contact number:
e-mail address:
Instagram handles:
Illustration information:
Portraits:
With facial features
Faceless
Full-length
Half-length
Size
(For full length with facial features, only A4 and bigger available)
How many subjects?
Add a holding baby
Add digital option
Add a background
Courier information
Name and surname:
Contact number:
Company name:
Exact street address:
City:
Country:
Postal code:
Please submit your form with your photo
via email and an invoice will follow
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